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Objective: Embodied emotions arise from interoceptive and 
somatosensory processes, and are essential to the develop-
ment of a stable sense of self. Emotional embodiment is 
therefore inherently interwoven with our sense of bodily 
self-awareness, and allows us to navigate complex social 
situations. Given that the core feature of schizophrenia 
(SZ) is characterized by the presence of bodily self-dis-
turbances and social-emotional deficits, we hypothesized 
that embodiment of emotion would be disrupted in SZ. 
Method: Twenty-six medicated individuals with SZ and 
26 demographically matched controls used a computerized 
topographical mapping tool (“EmBODY”) to indicate on a 
body outline where they felt bodily sensations while experi-
encing an emotion. There were 13 different emotions plus a 
neutral state. The resulting bodily maps of emotions were 
quantitatively compared between groups using linear dis-
criminant analysis and similarity scores. Results: Bodily 
maps of emotions were anomalous in SZ as indicated by 
indistinguishable maps across different emotions. Relative 
to the control group, patients reported less discrete and less 
clear bodily sensations across emotions. In particular, bod-
ily maps for low-arousal emotions were atypical in com-
parison with healthy controls. Conclusions: Anomalous 
and undifferentiated mapping of embodied emotions in SZ 
could lead to deficits in linking bodily sensations to concep-
tual categories of emotions. Disrupted emotional embod-
iment could also contribute to poor social functioning. 
Abnormal bodily sensations of emotions might therefore 
be a promising target for future psychosocial interventions.
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Introduction

I feel disconnected from myself  at times”
—Study Participant (2014)

Disrupted sense of self  was central to early theories of 
schizophrenia (SZ).1 Both first-person accounts2 and phe-
nomenological studies highlight the fundamental saliency 
of bodily self-disturbances in this disorder.3 Anomalous 
self-experiences are present from premorbid and prodro-
mal stages,4–6 and predict risk for SZ, but not for depres-
sion or bipolar disorder.7 Notably, body aberrations in 
healthy students predict psychotic symptoms at the age 
of 35.8 Together, these findings underscore the impor-
tance of investigating bodily self-disturbances in SZ. In 
addition, reliable assessment of bodily self-disturbances 
has practical implications for early identification of those 
at risk for SZ, and for developing new interventions.

Our sense of bodily self  is inseparable from our feel-
ings and emotions.9 Both bodily sensations (eg, tempera-
ture, itch, pain, pressure, arousal) and subjective feelings 
of different emotions (eg, fear, sadness, anger, happiness) 
are accompanied by discrete patterns of activity in the 
insula along with the brain stem and diencephalon.10 
Recalling an emotional episode also activates the auto-
nomic nervous system in a similar fashion as experienc-
ing that emotion in-the-moment.11 Neuroimaging studies 
implementing pattern recognition techniques have also 
established that somatosensory cortices hold a unique 
neural “fingerprint” for different emotions that link emo-
tion perception to subjective sensations.12

The fundamental role of interoceptive and somatosen-
sory signaling in emotional experience is clearly captured 
by the common metaphors we use to describe and com-
municate our internal states.13 Expressions, such as cold 
feet, hot heads, and butterflies in the stomach might origi-
nate from the fact that emotional experiences are accom-
panied by physiological changes in the body, followed 
by cognitive categorization of these sensations.14,15 In 
line with folk knowledge, recent studies have established 
that different emotions are associated with discernible 
patterns of autonomic nervous system activity, such as 
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somatosensory and interoceptive changes16 that are also 
experienced at the subjective level in the body.17 Thus, dis-
tinct patterns of autonomic nervous system activity that 
consistently correspond to different emotions might facil-
itate the labeling of our own affective states, and help us 
infer the internal states of others.

Somatomotor simulation and reenacting of emotions 
allow us to plan for action, facilitate adaptive behavior, 
and support interpersonal interactions.18,19 The “shared 
network” hypothesis further suggests that brain regions 
recruited during the processing of one’s own emotional 
experiences are also involved in the processing of the emo-
tional experiences of others.20 Thus, our ability to infer the 
emotional states of others is closely related to our capac-
ity to internally simulate and re-create the bodily states of 
others. Embodiment of emotion that is intertwined with 
our sense of bodily self-awareness could therefore help us 
navigate the complex social world. In sum, our sense of 
unitary embodied self  is essential to overall social func-
tioning, and it depends on the continuous multisensory 
integration of exteroceptive, interoceptive, and proprio-
ceptive signals against the backdrop of steady-state body 
representation maintained by homeostasis.9

In the case of SZ, there is a profound alteration of 
embodiment21 in addition to abnormal perception and 
expression of emotions. The prevalence of bodily self-dis-
turbances,7,22,23 interoception deficits24 and multisensory 
integration problems25 suggest that the bodily process-
ing of emotions might be severely disrupted in SZ. The 
goal of the present study was to directly investigate the 
bodily sensation of emotions in SZ using a novel topo-
graphical method to capture the embodiment of different 
emotions.14 This mapping task requires participants to 
color where on their body they feel a change in activity in 
the context of different emotional experiences. Given the 
previous findings of bodily-self  disturbances, impaired 

interoception, and disrupted emotion functioning in SZ 
(for a review, see Kring and Elis26), we hypothesized that 
bodily maps of emotions would be anomalous in indi-
viduals with SZ.

Methods

Participants

Twenty-six medicated individuals diagnosed with SZ 
were recruited from an outpatient facility in Nashville, 
TN. Diagnoses were made using the Structured Clinical 
Interview for DSM-5.27 Symptoms were assessed with 
the Brief  Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS28), the Scale 
for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS29), and 
the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms 
(SANS30). Twenty-six control participants (CO) with no 
history of DSM-5 Axis I disorders were recruited from 
the same community by advertisements. Exclusion crite-
ria for both groups were substance use or alcohol abuse 
within the past 6 months, brain injury, and neurological 
disease. All participants had normal or corrected-to-nor-
mal vision. Groups were matched on age and sex. The 
Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire-Brief  (SPQ-B31) 
was used to assess schizotypy in CO. Participants gave 
written informed consent, as approved by the Vanderbilt 
Institutional Review Board, and were paid. Demographic 
and clinical information are summarized in table 1.

Procedure

Clinical interviews and psychological assessments were 
conducted before the administration of the EmBODY 
task.17 In this task (figure  1), participants were shown 
human silhouettes on a computer screen with an emo-
tion word between the 2 body outlines. Participants were 
asked to read the emotion word and use the mouse to 

Table 1. Demographic and Clinical Information for Study Participants

SZ (N = 26)
Mean (SD)

CO (N = 26)
Mean (SD) Test Statistic P

Gender M/F 14/12 16/10 χ2 = 0.079 .78
Age 46.12 (8.49) 40.92 (11.91) t = 1.81 .08
Years of educationa 13.31 (2.11) 15.27 (2.07) t = −3.38 .001
IQa,b 102.81 (8.82) 110.31 (6.72) t = −3.45 .001
Medication (mg/day)c 287.67 (217.9) N/A
SAPS 19.00 (15.96)
SANS 29.12 (12.39)
BPRS 17.31 (7.58)
SPQ-B total score N/A 4.96 (4.63)
 Perceptual/cognitive 1.42 (1.53)
 Interpersonal 2.54 (2.45)
 Disorganized 1.00 (1.47)

aSignificant difference between SZ and CO.
bNorth American Adult Reading Test.32

cAll patients were medicated. Antipsychotic dosage was converted to chlorpromazine equivalent.33
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color the bodily regions whose activity they felt increas-
ing or getting stronger on the left body, and regions whose 
activity they felt decreasing or getting weaker on the right 
body, when experiencing that emotion. Fourteen emo-
tion words (neutral, fear, anger, disgust, sadness, happi-
ness, surprise, anxiety, love, depression, contempt, pride, 
shame, and jealousy) were presented sequentially, the 
order being randomized for each participant. Emotion 
words were used because previous research17 found no 
significant difference between the body maps generated 
from presenting emotion words versus evocative stimuli 
(eg, guided emotional imagery, emotional movie clips, 
facial expressions.) We provided each participant with a 
sheet containing the definitions of all 14 words so that 
they could refer to them if  needed.

Results

Data Analysis and Body Map Generation

The data analysis procedure was modeled after Hietanen 
et  al34 and was adjusted for small samples using nonpa-
rametric analyses. First, individual maps were manually 
screened for anomalous responses (eg, writing or random 
coloring). Spatial dependencies were observed because 
a single mouse click reached several hundred pixels. We 
therefore used a Gaussian disk to smooth the colored areas, 
thereby incorporating spatial dependency information into 
the maps to prevent exaggeration of embodiment. From 
this smoothed activation and deactivation data, body maps 
of emotions were generated separately for SZ and CO.

To obtain group maps, we took frequency counts 
for activation and deactivation for each pixel, for each 

emotion. Our sample size did not allow us to imple-
ment mass univariate t-tests to generate the body maps.17 
Instead, we converted the smoothed data arrays of 
shaded pixels into 2 matrices of proportions. Specifically, 
the number of positive (activation), and negative (deacti-
vation) values were computed for a given pixel per emo-
tion category, across all subjects within a group. These 
values were divided by the number of subjects in the 
group, resulting in two 50,364-by-14 matrices; one with 
the proportion of positive values (P), and one with the 
proportion of negative values (N). (P + N) represents 
the number of individuals that colored each pixel in a 
given group, and (P − N) accounts for the directionality 
of embodiment (activation vs deactivation) within that 
group. The product of (P + N) and (P − N) was used as a 
relative measurement of embodiment in this group. The 
equation used to obtain the final matrices was therefore: 
(P − N) × (P + N) = F. This formula accounts for the dif-
ference between the proportions of positive to negative 
values, while also scaling that difference by the propor-
tion of nonzero values. This final matrix (F) containing 
values from −1 to 1 (corresponding to the color contin-
uum) was used to generate the group maps. To create the 
color bar range, the absolute values of the maximum and 
minimum values of F were computed. The highest pixel 
proportion endorsement differed between SZ (0.53) and 
CO (0.92), we therefore set the color bar range as [−0.92 
to 0.92] for both groups to facilitate visual comparison. 
In the emotional bodily sensation maps, warm colors 
represent bodily activation while cold colors show bodily 
deactivation. We conceptualize “embodiment” to include 
any sensations associated with emotions. Thus, both 

Fig. 1. The EmBODY tool. Participants used a computer mouse to color body regions whose activity they felt becoming stronger (left 
body) or weaker (right body) in the context of a specific emotion (ie, fear). There was no time limit.
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activation (eg, feeling stronger) and deactivation (eg, feel-
ing weaker) contribute to embodied emotion.

We also generated difference maps to visualize regions 
where emotional embodiment differs between SZ and 
CO. To do so, we computed D, the difference between SZ 
and CO’s proportion matrices. The process was applied 
for activation (P) and deactivation (N) separately, result-
ing in 2 difference matrices (Dactivation and Ddeactivation). These 
matrices gave rise to 2 difference body maps in which col-
ors represent differences in bodily sensations experienced 
by SZ and CO.

To test whether different emotions are associated with 
statistically different bodily sensations in each group, we 
implemented statistical pattern recognition with linear 
discriminant analysis (LDA). LDA can discriminate dif-
ferent emotions from one another by using body maps as 
predictors. To estimate classification accuracy scores, we 
used stratified 126-fold cross-validation where we trained 
the classifier to recognize all emotions against all others 
(complete classification). Given past research indicat-
ing abnormal embodiment and interoception in SZ,21,25 
we hypothesized that the bodily sensations of emotions 
reported by SZ and CO would be different. Therefore, we 
trained the classifier independently for each group. The 
cross-validation scheme was run iteratively 100 times to 
yield standard deviations of the classification accuracy 
scores. To obtain significance thresholds for observed 
accuracy scores, we generated random data emulating the 
structure of observed data and analyzed it with the same 
LDA process. This process was repeated 1000 times and 
all of the obtained classification accuracies were placed 
in a single distribution. We then calculated the mean and 
variance of the resulting random empirical distribution, 
compared actual data to this random distribution, and 
obtained significance thresholds from these comparisons 
by selecting the value corresponding to the 5% cutoff 

point of the distribution (0.095) and the one for the 1% 
cutoff point (0.105). These significance thresholds were 
used to determine whether emotions were associated with 
unique bodily sensations.

To obtain similarity scores for maps between groups, 
we compared FSZ and FCO, the final matrices of propor-
tions described above. Hietanan et al34 used the Euclidean 
distance between the matrices to compare maps between 
groups. However, our data followed an exponential dis-
tribution due to the high number of uncolored pixels. 
Spearman rank correlations were therefore used to meas-
ure similarity of bodily sensation maps for each emo-
tion across the 2 groups. To correct for multiple testing, 
a FDR correction was applied. This process yielded a 
correlation coefficient per emotion, quantifying the simi-
larity between the topography of emotion between the 2 
groups. Bootstrapping was used to compute 95% confi-
dence intervals around these similarity estimates.

Body Maps of SZ Vs CO

Figure 2 shows the bodily sensation maps associated with 
each emotion for CO and SZ. The color bar indicates 
the proportion of endorsement at each pixel. For the CO 
group, the highest proportion of endorsement was 0.92 
whereas it was 0.53 for the SZ group. In both groups, the 
emotions are associated with distributions of body areas 
where activity was felt to change. In the CO group, the 
uniqueness of the emotion maps is more evident and in 
accordance with previous results,17 whereas the maps of the 
SZ group show more similarity across different emotions 
(eg, activation in the head and chest across emotions). To 
test these qualitative observations, we then implemented 
statistical tests to compare the group maps of SZ and CO.

Classification with LDA confirmed the independence 
of body maps across emotion categories in CO only. The 

Fig. 2. Bodily topography of emotions in CO and SZ. Topographical maps of bodily sensations associated with 13 emotions and a 
neutral state for the CO (top) and SZ (bottom). Areas of increased/stronger activity (warm colors) or decreased/weaker sensations (cool 
colors) for each emotion are mapped. The color bar indicates the proportion of endorsement at each pixel ranging from −1 to 1 (1 
represents absolute group consensus on the activation of a pixel, and −1 represents group consensus for deactivation).
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overall prediction accuracy was higher for CO than SZ. 
When comparing the prediction accuracy scores to the 
thresholds of significance generated from random data, 
we found that average classification accuracy exceeded 
the significance threshold (0.095) in CO (0.1082 [0.1077, 
0.1087], P < .01). In contrast, the classification accu-
racy was below the significance threshold in SZ (0.0871 
[0.0867, 0.0874], P > .05). Following the original analysis 
described in Hietanen et al,34 we included all 14 emotion 
conditions as separate categories, which explains the low 
prediction accuracy scores reported here.

The maps (Figure 2) also suggest a more specific alter-
ation in bodily deactivation in the context of emotions in 
SZ. This was quantitatively confirmed by computing the 
similarity (Spearman correlation) between SZ and CO for 
each emotion. We found the highest correlations between 
the maps of SZ and CO among high-arousal emotions 
(love rs  =  .511 [0.504, 0.512], P < .001; pride rs  =  .489 
[0.482, 0.496], P < .001; fear rs = .425 [0.418, 0.432], P < 
.001) while the maps for low-arousal emotions had cor-
relations close to zero (sadness rs = −.010 [−0.019, 0.000], 
P = .11; depression rs = −.084 [−0.093, −0.075], P < .001). 
We note that although the correlations between the maps 
of SZ and CO are strongly significant for high-arousal 
emotions (P < .001), their effect sizes are in the moderate 
range (.43 < rs < .51). This discrepancy between signif-
icance and size of the observed effect can be explained 
by the large number of observations (N = 50 364 pixels) 
used to compute each correlation coefficient. We there-
fore exercise caution in interpreting the magnitude of the 

relationship between the maps of SZ and CO. Instead, we 
focus our subsequent discussion of similarity scores on 
the general trend observed. Figure 3 shows the similarity 
between emotion-wise bodily sensation of SZ and CO.

To investigate the clarity of bodily sensations of emo-
tions reported by SZ and CO, we computed the number 
of pixels where both activation and deactivation were 
endorsed for a single emotion. Because participants could 
color the same bodily region for activation and deactiva-
tion, we computed each participant’s number of “mixed 
pixels” (ie, a pixel colored both as activation and deacti-
vation for a given emotion) across emotions. These indi-
vidual “mixed pixel” counts were compared between the 
2 groups. We found significantly more mixed pixels in SZ 
(M = 12043.35, SD = 18547.08) than CO (M = 9098.846, 
SD = 20467.74), (U = 225.5, P = .037, r = .29), indicating 
more blurred bodily sensation of emotions in SZ com-
pared with CO.

Next, we addressed the question of the magnitude of 
reported bodily sensations. To quantify the net amount 
of bodily sensations felt, we computed the total number 
of pixels colored (ie, both activation and deactivation) 
across all emotions for each individual. This was done to 
test whether the observed results simply reflect a smaller 
number of responses, rather than different spatial organ-
ization of the responses, in the SZ group. No significant 
group difference was found between the number of pix-
els colored by SZ (M = 7573.60, SD = 5556.50) and CO 
(M = 9819.095, SD = 6943.14), t(50) = −1.29, P =  .20. 
Overall, the 2 groups do not differ in the magnitude of 

Fig. 3. Similarity between the emotion-wise bodily sensation of SZ and CO. Spearman correlation coefficient between the bodily 
sensation maps of SZ and CO per emotion. The maps shown represent the bodily sensation reported by CO (left) and SZ (right) for the 
most (love), and least (depression) similar emotions. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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sensations reported, and that SZ and CO were equally 
engaged in the task.

We then examined potential differences in the spa-
tial patterns for activation maps vs deactivation maps. 
Figure 4 illustrates group differences in reported bodily 
sensations of activation (top) and deactivation (bottom). 
Green hues indicate greater bodily sensation reported by 
CO, magenta hues represent greater bodily sensations 
reported by SZ. When the activation maps are com-
pared, CO show greater bodily sensations, especially for 
high-arousal emotions (eg, fear, anger, happiness, pride). 
When deactivation maps are compared, SZ show greater 
embodied sensations than CO for 6 out of 14 emotion 
categories. Interestingly, these emotions (pride, love, anx-
iety, surprise, happiness, anger) are all associated with 
increased arousal in the general population.17 We note 
that greater reported deactivation of SZ is not noticeable 
in the group maps of emotions (Figure 2), likely due to 
the high variability of reported bodily sensation of emo-
tions reported in SZ. In sum, CO report more congruent 
bodily sensation of emotions (ie, activation for high-
arousal emotions, deactivation for low-arousal emotions) 
than SZ.

There was no correlation between medication dose 
(CPZ) and the number of pixels colored in SZ (r = .04, 
P  =  0.85), suggesting that antipsychotic drugs do not 
alter embodied emotions.

Discussion

The topography of bodily sensations of emotions in SZ 
was qualitatively different from that of CO. Emotion 
categories were associated with distinct spatial maps in 
CO but not in SZ. This suggests that interoceptive sig-
nals might be less differentiated across emotions in SZ, 
even though the magnitude of felt sensations does not 
differ between the 2 groups, as indicated by the lack of 

group difference in the total pixels painted. The low simi-
larity score between the CO and SZ maps of low-arousal 
emotions (eg, depression) suggests a specific alteration in 
embodiment of low-arousal emotions in SZ. It is possible 
that the difference between CO and SZ for low-arousal 
emotions reflect an abnormality in subjectively felt arou-
sal in SZ.35

In addition to being less distinct, embodied emotions 
were more blurred and less precisely localized in SZ. 
Across emotions, SZ reported significantly more mixed 
bodily sensation than CO. In other words, SZ were more 
likely to feel activation and deactivation simultaneously 
and in the same location for an emotion. The individual 
variability of embodied emotions was also higher in SZ 
than CO, and less agreement over bodily sensation of 
emotions was observed within the SZ group compared 
with CO. The difference maps (Figure 4) further suggest 
that SZ report feeling more deactivation for high-arousal 
emotions. In the general population, low-arousal emo-
tions are primarily associated with bodily deactivation, 
while high-arousal emotions are associated bodily acti-
vation.17 This result suggests a more incongruous bodily 
sensation of emotions in SZ.

Because the EmBODY task inherently relies on the 
ability of an individual to recall and simulate his/her past 
emotional experiences, our finding of anomalous bodily 
sensation of emotions in patients may be tied to weakened 
simulation,36 and autobiographical memory deficits37 in 
SZ. In control individuals, bodily sensations felt during 
an emotion correspond well with recalled sensations.17 
Simulation deficit in SZ36 could prevent the encoding of 
emotional experiences, as well as the retrieval of auto-
biographical memory and associated bodily sensations. 
As such, impaired mental simulation and reenacting 
of emotions are likely to impact one’s ability to access 
personal memories, thereby altering one’s sense of self. 
Alternatively, abnormal bodily sensation of emotions 

Fig. 4. Group difference maps for bodily sensation of emotions. Green represents regions where CO consistently reported more 
activation (top), or deactivation (bottom) than SZ. Magenta represents regions where SZ consistently reported more activation (top), or 
deactivation (bottom) than CO. The color bar represents the difference between SZ and CO in pixel values.
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could arise from anomalous reactions to emotional stim-
uli caused by alterations in spatiotemporal features of the 
resting state activity in SZ.38 These hypotheses remain to 
be empirically tested.

Previous studies have established that physiological 
states associated with emotions may not correspond to 
explicit awareness of emotions in SZ.39 In a previous 
study, individuals with SZ did not differ from controls 
in the labeling of emotions evoked by visual stimuli or 
the self-reported arousal ratings, but the tonic galvanic 
skin response was significantly greater in the patient 
group, suggesting a differential awareness, or calibration 
of internal states in SZ.39 The EmBODY task provides a 
nonverbal tool to communicate internal sensations asso-
ciated with emotional experiences. We do not believe the 
awareness of internal sensations per se is reduced in SZ 
because the magnitude of pixel counts in the EmBODY 
task did not differ between SZ and CO. However, we 
observed that the internal sensations associated with 
emotion categories are not sufficiently distinct across 
different emotions in SZ. Embodiment theories of emo-
tion postulate that emotion processing relies on somato-
sensory feedback.40 Future work should aim at mapping 
the actual physiological changes during experimentally 
induced emotions to understand how underlying phys-
iological activity during emotional experiences leads to 
categorization of emotions.

Some limitations should be noted. First, our patients 
were chronically medicated. Side effects of antipsychotic 
medications include numbness and social withdrawal,41 
which could alter interoception. However, when we exam-
ined the number of pixels colored by SZ compared with 
CO, there was no overall group difference, which suggests 
that the stark difference in body maps does not stem from 
reduced sensations per se but from the increased varia-
bility of colored areas in the SZ group. Furthermore, 
medication dosage did not correlate with measures of 
emotional embodiment in our sample. Second, we did 
not control for previous exposure to computer technol-
ogy. However, all SZ were able to complete the task and 
their ability to color was similar to that of CO. Therefore, 
it seems unlikely that group differences were due to unfa-
miliarity with computers. Third, we did not collect physi-
ological data (eg, heart rate variability, skin conductance) 
during the EmBODY task, which required participants 
to use the computer mouse extensively, thereby creat-
ing modest amounts of physical activity and preventing 
concurrent acquisition of reliable arousal data. Finally, 
we did not independently assess interoceptive accuracy. 
Therefore, we cannot determine if  the abnormal mapping 
of bodily sensations of SZ is related to weakened inter-
oceptive signals, reduced awareness of sensations or an 
inability to accurately match internal sensations (eg, fast 
heart rate) to verbal labels (eg, “I am anxious.”)

To summarize, we showed that reliable quantification 
of bodily sensations of emotions is made possible with a 

visual mapping task and that bodily sensations of emo-
tions are abnormal in SZ. Whereas bodily “fingerprints” of 
distinct emotions were clearly separable in CO, they were 
undifferentiated in SZ. Furthermore, the embodied emo-
tions reported by SZ were less precisely mapped and more 
incongruous than those reported by CO. Undifferentiated 
and nebulous bodily sensations that cannot easily be cat-
egorized and communicated to others could lead to social 
difficulties. These findings point to the importance of 
embodiment in social and functional outcome of SZ.
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